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Digital transformation through 
always on satellite 
connectivity
The communications solution to depend upon 
at all times, wherever your mission takes you. 
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Digital transformation – what is it?

▌Over the past few years, disruptive technologies like artificial intelligence, 
big data, cloud computing, connectivity, mobility and of course social 
have changed how consumers, businesses and even governments 
function. 

▌ These new and disruptive technologies are creating more personalized, 
consumer-centric services driving a need for business to adapt to the 
evolving market demands.
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The world is fast adopting digitalisation

▌ In fact, data driven transformation is becoming a matter of life and death

▌ The most successful and valuable companies are those that adopt digital 
transformation
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capitalization wordwide
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….but digital transformation initiatives often fail

▌Companies often start to reinvent their IT systems…this takes a significant
financial investment and time

▌ The ROI is often dissapointing or nul

A lack of data skills

an overburdened IT department

▌How does the company handle a tenfold increase in data?
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Thales vision on digital transformation

▌ Transform the markets we serve and improve the digital future for our 
customers by solving the challenges they face.
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There is a better way to approach digital transformation

▌ The key criteria are

▌Should begin with pilots with objectives that are set over months and not 
years

▌Selecting high priority use cases that can be the basis for a long term
need

Cost effective Incremental Sustainable
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Three-phased approach

1. Small scale, rapid digitalization efforts : use existing IT infrastructure to 
generate 15-20% of potential is unlocked in less than 6 months

2. Design the companywide transformation : build a portfolio of 
opportunities, identifying prioratizing functions and departments most
likely to benefit from transformation

3. Organize for sustained performance : detailed roadmap with funding
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VesseLINK - A digital transformation ready satcom solution for maritime

Streaming data up to 
256kbps

IP data 
700kbps

Worldwide coverage
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VesseLINK – A digital transformation ready satcom solution for maritime

▌ The VesseLINK solution is an « always-on » solution that
is the reliable enabler for all on board digital needs

Cyber secure 4G-LTE or VSAT 
least cost routing 

solution

Software defined 
compatibility to connect 
any machine or device


